BE A LIFE SAVER!
Download PulsePgint today Save a life tomorrow.
KC Region launches PulsePoint opp
Public safefy agencies in the Kansas City region have launched
PulsePgint, a life-saving smartphone technology designed to
help improve sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) survival rates in our
communities. The app notifies CPR-trained citizens and off-duty
professionals of cardiac emergencies in nearby public places.
The app is now available in Johnson County, Kansas, the Unified
Government of Wyandotte County/Kansas City, Kansas, part of
Platte County, Missouri, and the city of Kansas City, Missouri.

How it works
PulsePoint alerts

users to nearby

people in need,
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of local fire and
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When you step in and provide chest compressions while help
is on the way, victims of sudden cardiac arrest have a greater
chance of survival. Once a cardiac emergency begins, chances

1

of that person surviving decrease 10 percent for every minute

1

that passes without resuscitation.

m

How do 1 start?

'911 operolor sends
PulsePoint olert.

If you have on Apple or Android smartphone, visit the Apple
App Store or Android Apps on Google Play to download the
free app. Learn more at PulsePoint.org.

Signal received by

nearby PulsePoint users.

The app directs
users to the
victim^s location

Do 1 need to be CPR-trained?

so they can
begin CPR while
first responders
travel to the

It's best if the person witnessing a cardiac emergency has

scene.

received formal CPR training. However, it is not a requirement.

The first step is to call 911. The next step is to begin CPR to keep
the victim's blood circulating to the brain and other organs. This
MUST be done in the first minutes after the victim collapses. If

you don't know CPR, but want to learn, you can find training
through your local fire and EMS departments, the American

Users rush to help

The app also
gives locations
of nearby AEDs.

victim before first

responders arrive.

Heart Association and the American Red Cross.
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